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MODELING MODAL TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF
GaAs LASER DIODES WITH TEMPERATURE

DEPENDENT RATE EQUATIONS AND
COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in GaAIAs laser diodes have led to the development of

low cost, long-lived, high power devices which have found application as

transmitters in various communication systems. 1  One problem with the use of

gain-guided laser diodes in communication systems, however, arises because

significant power sharing between the axial lasing modes can occur over a

period of order 100 ns when the lasers are pulsed. These modal "instabilities"

(known as mode partition noise) can cause distortions in an optical

communication system if the receiver samples only part of a dispersed optical

beam. The power in the different axial modes will shift with time during the

pulse, and so will the received signal if only selective modes are sampled.

This problem was investigated by first taking experimental data on

several types of laser diode structures to quantify the magnitude of the modal

instabilities. The modes are dispersed with an echelle grating and examined

individually with an avalanche photodiode (APD) under various modulation

conditions. The data was then compared to predictions of the modal

instabilities made by solving temperature-dependent rate equations. The

thermal impedance of the laser diodes and the temperature changes in the

active area during a current pulse were modeled with a finite element code. A
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detailed analysis of the laser was done 2-dimensionally, with a 3-dimensional

analysis performed to determine the thermal impedance of the heat sink. The

thermal properties were then entered into a program which numerically

solves the rate equations of the diodes so that the power from the individual

modes of the diode are determined as a function of time into the current pulse.

Broad-stripe, narrow-stripe and 10-stripe laser diodes were examined in

this thesis. The broad-stripe and 10-stripe laser diodes are high power lasers,

producing 200 to 600 mW of power. The 10-stripe laser diode array, consisting

of 10 narrow stripe lasers spaced close together on the same chip, is an attempt

to retain the high power of the broad stripe laser while rcducing filamenting,

a condition where lasing does not occur evenly throughout the gain area but

tends to concentrate in certain areas called filaments. The narrow-stripe

lasers are lower power but were also examined in this report, mainly as a

comparison to the other structures and to help better understand laser diode

behavior in general.

This report is organized with the experimental data described first.

Then details are given on the finite element thermal modeling. The rate

equation model is then described, and the lasers are modeled with the rate

equation model first without and then with thermal effects. Finally a

comparison is made of the experimental and calculated results, and suggestions

are made for optimum laser designs that will minimize the modal instabilities

of the laser diodes during modulation.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS CHARACTERIZING THE

PULSE RESPONSE OF LASER DIODES

2.1 Determination of the pulse response of the modes of the laser

diodes with an APD

The pulse response of several laser diodes were examined with an APD.

Figure 2.1 shows the experimental set-up used. The laser diode output is

focused onto a slit at the spectrometer entrance. The incident beam then

illuminates an echelle grating. The grating separates the laser modes which

can be either imaged with a CCD camera or projected onto a scanning APD.

The APD output is amplified and then sent to a Boxcar integrator which

averages the data over a desired time period.

Laser Bian Laser Diode mirror

Ple omperture

I n rtor pohitos-r

APOwle mirror

ox r nterr mgretigIS-
EGA G3PAR Laser Spectrometer
Model 4402I

Boxcar integrator img

(signal procssor) Processor

FIGURE 2.1 Experimental setup used to measure laser diode pulse response.
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Several types of lasers were examined in this report. Table 2.1 lists the

various lasers along with their pertinent characteristics.

TABLE 2.1

Lasers Tested Experimentally

Designation Structure j Type Width Length Threshold
IIm JIMrP rnA

SQW-5-300 SQW narrow stripe 5 300 75
SQW-60-300 SQW broad stripe 60 300 97
SQW-5-600 SQW narrow stripe 5 600 130

SQW-60-600 SQW broad stripe 60 600 102
MQW-4-250 MQW narrow stripe 4 250 50

MQW-100-250 MQW 10-stripe 100 250 221

The first four lasers in Table 2.1 are AIGaAs graded-index

separate-confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH) single-quantum-well (SQW)

lasers mounted p-side-down from McDonnell Douglas Electronics Systems

Company. 2 3 These lasers are gain-guided in the lateral dimension. The

10-stripe multi-quantum-well (MQW) laser is from Spectra Diode Labs (SDL)

and has 4 g.m stripes on 10 im centers. 4  The narrow stripe MQW laser is also

from SDL and has a 4 gim wide stripe. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the 10-stripe

laser diode array and the broad stripe laser diode structures. The wavelengths

are all near 820 nm.

Figure 2.4 shows the output waveforms for twelve dominant modes of

the SQW-60-300 laser modulated at 105+100 mA with an 80 ns pulse with a 50%

duty cycle. At this modulation depth the laser produces 80 mW of light. For the

broad stripe lasers another cylindrical lens was used to focus the broad stripe

onto the detector.

Two types of phenomena cause modal instabilities in pulsed laser diodes:

mode buildup transients and thermal transients. Mode buildup transients

occur over a relatively short period of time (10-60 ns) that depends on the

4
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Metallization 0.448
Substrate (n-GaAs) 85.0
Confining Layer (GaAs) 0.5
Graded Cladding (GaAIAs) 2.7
Active Layer (SOW) 0.01

SGraded Cladding (GaAlAs) 1.7
Si02 current isolation
A Cap Layer (p.+GaAs) 0.24

- Metalization 0.24

Copper heat sink Solder (In) 3.0

FIGURE 2.2 Broad-stripe GRINSCH SOW laser diode.

Metallization - 0.23

Substrate (n-GaAs) 75.0

Active layer (MOW) 0.06
Cladding (Ga.6 AI.4As) 2.0
Proton -implanted current isolation
&cap layer (p.+GaAs) 0.5

N Metaliza tion 0.26

Solder (in) 3.0

Heat Sink (Cu)

FIGURE 2.3 10-stripe MQW laser diode array.
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laser length. When the laser is first pulsed from threshold, many axial modes

are excited because there are only slight differences ip the gain factor for the

different modes and the photon population in each of the modes (which drives

the stimulated emission rate) is due initially to spontaneous emission. 5 But

after a while, the slight differences in the gain factor cause greater and

greater differences in photon populations between the modes because a larger

photon population will cause a larger stimulated emission rate for that

particular mode. In other words, feedback gradually induces most of the

power to concentrate in a few central modes even when there are only slight

differences in their gain factors. This process takes approximately 10-60 ns

depending on the photon lifetime in the cavity (which is related to the laser

length). Thermal transients have much longer time constants (several

hundred nanoseconds) and so the modal instabilities caused from these can last

several microseconds. It should be noted that the severity of both the mode

buildup transients and the thermal transients is directly related to the

modulation depth of the pulse. Figure 2.4 shows that for the SQW-60-300 laser,

large mode buildup-time transients occur over the first 10-20 ns into the pulse

and then the pulse stabilizes out to a fairly flat waveform. Figure 2.5 shows a

laser pulse with approximately the same modulation currents as for Figure 2.4

extended out to 1000 ns. As can be seen, the modes maintain fairly flat

waveforms out to 1000 ns, indicating negligible thermal transients. A rough

picture of the gain spectrum for the SQW-60-300 laser can be derived by taking

the amplitude of each of the modes in Figure 2.5 at a specific point in time

during the pulse and plotting these points against the frequency spacing

between the modes. (For this laser the modes are spaced approximately 0.3 nm

apart in wavelength.) It can be seen from Figure 2.5 that the gain spectrum

for the SQW-60-300 laser for these particular opcrating conditions is not a
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smooth I-orenzian shaped curve but has a few ripples. This is probably due to

competition between modes causing some of the modes to dominate over others.

The modes of the 80 ns pulses do not correspond to the modes of the 1000 ns and

1600 ns pulses for the same lasers in Figures 2.4 through 2.11. This is because

for the longer pulses the temperature in the active region at the start of the

pulse will be different from that for the 80 ns pulse because for the longer

pulse the temperature has more time to drop between pulses.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the output wavefo-ms for the :n dominant

modes of the SQW-60-600 laser modulated at a 50% duty cycle irom near

threshold to 100 mA above threshold (and producing 65 mW of light).

Figure 2.6 shows the waveforms up to 80 ns and Figure 2.7 up to 1000 ns. For

this long 600 im length laser, it is scen that the mode buildup-time transients

last over 60 ns, but then the modes stabilize and remain fairly flat up to

1000 ns.

M-laai instabilities for the SQW-5-300 are shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9

for 80 ns and 1000 ns. This nairoiA stripe laser was -modulated at 76+52 mA at a

50% duty cycle, producing 42 mW of light. At this modulation depth, this laser

demonstrates both mode buildup transients and thermally-induced transients.

The mode buildup-time transients are more severe and last 10-20 ns, whereas

the thermally-induced transients cause gradual changes in the mode powers

which last over 1000 ns. Figure 2.8 shows that the shorter wavelength modes

(beginning ,'t the upper left) lose power during the pulse and the longer

wavelength modes gain power during the pulse. From this figure the peak of

the gain curve is seen to shift through the modes as time progresses and the

laser heats up due to the increased current.

The ten-stripe laser (MQW-100-250) output can be separated into several

modes for each of the ten stripes. Figure 2.10 shows six dominant modes shown

9
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MODE I MODE a

none 3 MODE 4

move 5 MODE 8

FIGURE 2.10 Output waveforms for six dominant modes of the 10-stripe laser

diode array modulated at 200 + 130 mA.
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with the output from all the stripes combined for each mode. The pulse length

is 100 ns with a 50% duty cycle. The modulation is 200 + 130 mA, with a peak

optical power of 90 mW.

The narrow-stripe MQW laser (MQW-4-250) modal transients are shown

over a periods of 80 ns and 1.6 jis in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. The modulation

current at a 50% duty cycle is 60+32 mA for a peak output power of 20 mW. The

thermal transients for this laser are particularly severe causing modes to

completely appear and disappear over a period of a few hundred nanoseconds.

Temperature changes in the active region causes the positions of the

modes to shift as well as the relative intensity of the modes to shift. These two

phenomena are respectively known as mode chirping and mode hopping. In

the case of mode chirping, the actual wavelength of the individual modes

shifts. In the case of mode hopping, the gain curve shifts causing the relative

intensity of the modes to change. The emission wavelength for a typical

GaAlAs laser will shift an average of 3 A/oC. 4 ,6 This is partly due to mode

hopping and partly due to mode chirping. Mode hopping is the dominant

effect, however mode chirping was measured to be 0.6 Ab/C by Thompson 6

and 0.93 A//C by Dagenais, et al., 7 for AlGaAs lasers. In our lab we measured

2.5 A /C and 0.6 A//C for the total modal shift and for mode chirping for the

SQW-60-300 laser. For the lasers with large thermally-induced transients,

mode chirping can be severe enough to cause the mode to move across the

detector area during the pulse duration. For the experimental data in this

report, the corresponding detector diameter in wavelength units was 0.4 A.

and was dependent on the size of the detector. The modes had roughly a

Gaussian shape with a FWHM of -1 A. If the thermal shift is greater than

-0.5 OC then the detector will shift through the longitudinal mode during the

pulse, and therefore the data will not accurately measure the degree of mode

15
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hopping. For the MQW-4-250 and the SQW-5-300 lasers at the long pulse

lengths this is the case. However, the data for the shorter 80 ns excitation

pulses are still representative of the degree of mode hopping.

One way to measure the severity of the modal transients in a 10-stripe

laser is to measure the average standard deviation of the ten intensity

waveforms for each of the dominant modes from a square wave when the laser

is electrically driven by a square current pulse above the bias current. This

was done for the 10-stripe laser at a constant modulation depth of 130 mA by

varying the bias current around the threshold value of 200 mA. Figure 2.13

shows the results plotted. At a bias of 190 mA, slightly below threshold, there

is a standard deviation of 0.10 whereas at 210 mA, slightly above threshold,

there is a standard deviation of 0.17. These are large differences in the

severity of the modal transients. These kind of fluctuations are also apparent

when the modulation depth is changed. In general, the modal transients are

less severe with lower modulation depth.

18
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FIGURE 2.13 Average standard deviation from a square wave intensity

profile versus the bias current for a 10-stripe laser diode array

(modulation depth = 130 mA).

These results can be qualitatively explained by assuming that the

position of the gain curve with respect to the mode positions during the pulse

plays a rcle in determining the severity of the transients. In one case the

gain curve is centered over one mode, and in another case it is centered

between two modes. In the second case the two modes may compete more

strongly for power resulting in a longer transient. Gray and Roy 8 have

examined mode stability in AIGaAs laser diodes. They have observed these

lasers to operate in different regimes of single-mode behavior(with most of

the power concentrated in one mode), bistability (where two modes are lasing

but only one at a time) and multimode behavior (with both modes oscillating

simultaneously) depending on small changes in operating current and

19



temperature. They utilize a multidimensional laser model with Langevin noise

sources and asymmetric nonlinear gain to model this behavior.

2.2 General discussion of experimental results obtained using

the APD

Our experimental data show that two types of modal transients,

mode-buildup transients and thermal transients, occur as a result of current

injection in a diode laser. The mode-buildup transients occur over a relatively

short period of time (10-60 ns) that is dependent on the laser length. They last

10-30 ns for 300 .tm length lasers and 20-60 ns for 600 gm length lasers.

Thermal transients are distinguishable from mode buildup transients by much

longer time constants (on the order of several hundred nanoseconds) and so

the modal instabilities caused from these can last several microseconds.

As we have seen, the broad-stripe GRINSCH SQW laser diodes have

negligible thermal transients for a modulation depth of 100 mA. The MQW

narrow stripe laser had the largest thermal transients. The narrow-stripe SQW

laser also had large thermal transients. It was found for our test setup that

mode chirping can cause the mode to move out of the detector area during the

pulse duration for lasers with thermal transients greater than 0.5 °C. For these

lasers, an accurate measure of the mode hopping phenomena can only be

made either for short pulse durations or at low levels of modulation.

The severity of both the mode-buildup transients and thermal

transients is directly related to the modulation depth of the pulse. It was also

found that the severity of the modal transients is dependent on the bias

current during modulation.

20



2.3 Determination of the relaxation oscillation frequencies of the

laser diodes with a streak camera

The relaxation oscillation frequencies of the laser diodes as a function

of modulation current were determined with a streak camera. The relaxation

oscillations in the laser are due to the time delay involved in the cyclical

process of building up a population inversion and the subsequent stimulated

emission that increases the photon number and reduces the carrier population

to below the inversion level. The relaxation oscillation frequency also

determines the ultimate modulation frequency at which a semiconductor laser

can be modulated.

Figure 2.14 shows the experimental configuration used.

lens

Bil~~ roe D od

To g

Proc15sor

FIGURE u2.1 Steakcmera xermntlcnfgrain

etu h lar is

Pulse ~ ro vabl Ion

FIGURE 2.14 ~streak cmr eietlcniuain

With this setup, the laser is square pulse modulated at different depths

and its output focused onto the slit of the streak camera. The pulse period was

21



20 ns with a duty cycle of 0.002%. The pulse generator had a rise time of

150 ps. In a streak camera, photons enter through a slit and are focused onto a

photocathode. The photocathode converts the light to electrons which are

accelerated down a vacuum tube, optionally amplified with a microchannel

plate, and then deflected across a phosphor screen. The phosphor screen is

read out with a CCD camera. The streak camera has the advantage that it can

observe the relaxation oscillations of the laser diodes with picosecond

resolution. It can also perform both single-pulse and multi-pulse

measurements. It does have the disadvantage, though. that unless the

photocathode obtains fairly large amounts of light the streak image can be

noisy.

Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show the streak camera plots for the SQW-5-300

laser and the SQW-60-300 laser taken at modulation depths of 80+143 mA and

0+254 mA, respectively. As can be seen, the narrow stripe laser gives very

clear oscillations, whereas the broad stripe laser's oscillations are hard to see

and quickly become chaotic. The broad area laser's tendancy to oscillate with

uncontrolled filamentation probably contributes to this. The filamentation is

due to various kinds of nonuniformity, particularly nonuniformities in the

epitaxial layers. 9  This type of behavior has been studied by Yu, et al., in the

context of broad area operating laser arrays.I G  Data was taken for all four of

the MacDac lasers for a certain range of current around threshold. The

oscillation frequency versus ((l1 th))5 is plotted in Figure 2.17. As predicted

by theory, 1 1,12,13 a straight line relationship is expected, in agreement with

our experimental results. The SQW-5-600, SQW-5-600, and SQW-60-600 lasers

were pulsed from threshold and the SQW-60-300 laser was pulsed from zero.

22,
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FIGURE 2.15 Streak camera plot of SQW-5-300 laser diode modulated at
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FIGURE 2.16 Streak camera plot of SQW-60-300 laser diode modulated at

0 + 254 mA.
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FIGURE 2.17 Oscillation frequency versus normalized current
for the GRINSCH SOW laser diodes.
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These data can be compared to the results obtained from the rate equation

modeling in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3

THERMAL MODELING WITH NASTRAN FINITE ELEMENT CODE

3.1 Setting up the NASTRAN finite element code

The NASTRAN finite element code 14 is a software program for modeling

temperature transients in different materials due to localized heat sources. It

was adapted to simulate temperature transients within the active area of

semiconductor lasers. In this model, the diode is divided into a grid of cells.

The conductivity, density and heat capacity of the material within each cell

are specified as well as any heat generated from photon absorption,

non-radiative recombination, or ohmic heating. The model uses the thermal

conductivities, the thermal diffusivities and the assumption that heat can flow

out only through a constant temperature heat sink to determine the thermal

distribution in the laser during modulation or in steady-state operation. 15 , 16

Both 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional modeling of the laser diode and

heat sink were used. The laser itself can be accurately modeled

two-dimensionally because edge effects are assumed not to be important.

Three-dimensional effects of thermal dissipation in the heat sink become a

factor as the heat sink thickness is increased beyond about 100 4m.

Three-dimensional modeling is very computationally intensive so it was used

only to determine the thermal impedance of the heat sink. A thickness for the

two-dimensional heat sink was chosen by trial and error until the temperature

rise in the heat sink matched the value determined three-dimensionally. The

transient analysis was done 2-dimensionally.

Three cases were simulated in this paper, the 60 gm wide broad-stripe

laser (SQW-60-300), the 5 gin wide narrow-stripe laser (SQW-5-300), and the
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10-stripe laser diode array (MQW-100-250). All lasers were mounted

junction-side-down.

Figure 3.1 shows the 2-dimensional grid used in the simulation for the

10-stripe laser array. The heat sink is only partially shown because of its size.

The grid was built with variable size cells to reduce the total number of cells

and therefore the computational time required to run the simulation. The

first 55 horizontal cells are each 1 gim thick. The remaining cells gradually

increase in size. The active area of the laser and the layers with large heat

fluxes were given smaller grid sizes so the temperature transients could be

more accurately modeled in those regions. Only half of the laser was modeled

because of symmetry about the vertical axis. The loss of heat into the air was

assumed to be negligible. The ambient temperature was fixed at the bottom of

the heat sink where heat was allowed to flow out passively. Figure 3.2 shows a

full view of the 3-dimensional model used. The 3-dimensional model used

larger cell sizes than the 2-dimensional model.

Figure 2.3 shows the composition and layer thicknesses for the 10-stripe

laser diode (MQW-100-250). The metallization 17 , diode 18 , 19 , 20 ,2 1, and heat

sink 2 2 compositions and thicknesses were obtained from several sources.

Typically, the active area for a MQW laser consists of four 0.013 gim thick layers

of Ga.94AI. 0 6 As separated by three .004 gim thick layers of Ga.8AI.2As 18 . In this

work the active area was modeled as a single layer 0.06 gim thick with the

average composition of Ga.91AI.O9As. The ten stripes were defined by proton

implantation. The heat capacity and conductivity of GaAs were used for the

proton-implanted pGaAs (p+GaAs) current-isolating layer. The heat capacities

of Ga. 6 AI.4As and Ga.91AI. 0 9 As were not available and were approximated by

doing a linear fit of data between the heat capacity values of GaAs and

Ga.5AI.5As. The 2-dimensional heat sink thickness used was 300 im, which
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approximately matched the thermal impedance of the 3-dimensional heat sink.

The width of the heat sink was 600 gim. The temperature of the heat sink on

the bottom row of cells was fixed at 200 C.

Figure 2.2 shows the composition and layer thicknesses for the

broad-stripe laser diode (SQW-60-300). The narrow stripe SQW-5-300 laser diode

has the same structure but with a 5 gim stripe width instead of a 60 gim stripe

width. The stripes are designated by a SiQ2 layer. The thermodynamic

properties of the materials present in the lasers are given in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1

Thermodynamic Properties

Material Molecular Density Conductivity Heat Heat Thermal
__________ Weight ___________ Capacity Capacity Diffusivitv

g/gmole g/cm 3  W/(g±m0 C) cal/ J/(0C~jjm3) cm 2 /sec
- ___________ (OC-mole) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

N587 8.9023 0.91E-4 2 3  6.2223 395.E-14
In 114.82 7.3023 0.818E-4 2 3  6.4323 171.E-14
Au 196.97 18.8823 3.18E-4 2 3  6.0723 2 43.E- 14
Cr 52.00 7.2023 0.939E-4 2 3  5.5623 322.E- 14
S n 118.69 6.5423 0.617E-4 2 4  6.4523 149.E- 14 _____

Cu 63.54 8.9223 4.0 1E-4 2 2  5.8423 343.E- 14-
Ti47.90 4.523 0.219E-4 2 3  -5.9823 235.E- 14-

Ge 72.59 5.3523 0.602E-4 2 3  5.5823 172.E-14
P t 195.09 21.4523 0.716E-4 2 3  6.1823 284.E-14 _____

W 183.85 19.3523 1.73E-4 2 3  5.8023 255.E- 14 -

GaAs 144.64 5.3125 0.45E-4 2 6  11.0523 170.E- 14 0.2727
Ga.5AI.As -- 0. 12E-4 2 6  - 235.E- 14 0.05128
Ga.6AI4As -- 0. 12E-4 2 6  

- 222.E- 14

Ga.4AI.6As -- 0. 12E-4 2 6  - 248.E- 14

Ga.7AI.3As -- 0. 13E-4 2 6  - .209.E- 14 -

Ga.5AI.I 5A s -0. 16E-4 2 6  - 190. E -14 -

Ga.91AI09A s -- 0.2 1E-4 2 6  - 182.E- 14 -

'Za 69.72 5.90423 - 6.20523 220.E- 14 -

Al1 26.98 2.70223 2.18E-4 2 4  5.8223 244.E- 14 -

A s 74.922 5.7224 ,0.502E-4 2 3  5.882 3 188.E- 14-
SiO2 60.08 2.3223 10.OIE-4 2 2  10).824 1174.E- 14-
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3.2 Determination of heat sources within the diode

Heat is generated in the laser diode from ohmic heating at the

p-contact, non-radiative recombination in the active layer, photon absorption

in the active layer, and photon absorption in the substrate and p-cap

layer. 2 2 ,2 9 , 3 0' 6 , 12

The equations in Table 3.2, derived in a paper by Kobayashi and

Furukawa 3 0 , are used to calculate the heat input to the various layers of the

diode.

TABLE 3.2

Equations for Calculating Heat Input in the Laser Diode

below threshold above threshold (l>Ith) Layer
(I<Ith)

VI( 1 - 1spon) (Vjl-VjIth)(Thi-T ext)+VjIthspon( 1-f)
+Vl T1spon(l f) +VjIth(l- 1spon)+(Vjl-Vjlth)(l-Tspon)7i' active layer

+(ViI-Vilth)(1 -f)1'T1spon
V i I isOon f/2 ViIthsnon(f/2)+(Vil-ViIth)l'llsnon(f/2) GaAs substrate
Vi Ilspon f/2 VilthTlspon(f/2)+(ViI-Vilth)T'Tlspon(f/2) p-GaAs cap layer
12 Rs 12 Rs each layer except

activelayer

In these equations, Vj is the junction voltage, Ili is the internal

efficiency of lasing, Rs is the series resistance of each layer, lspon is the

internal quantum efficiency of the spontaneous emission, T' = 1- Tli, Ith is the

threshold current, TI ext is the external differential quantum efficiency of

lasing, I is the current, and f is the fraction of spontaneous emission radiated

from the active layer and absorbed by the GaAs substrate and p-GaAs cap layer.

The value f is approximately equal to I - (1-(nl/no) 2 ) .5 , where no and nl are

the refractive indices of the active layer and the cladding respectively. 2 2
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For Tji=l (Tl'=O) and T1spon=l, assuming ohmic heating to occur primarily

at the p-contact metallization layer 2 2 , the equations reduce to those shown in

Table 3.3.

TABLE 3.3

Simplified Equations for Calculating Heat Input in the Laser Diode

at threshold (I=Ith) above threshold (I>Ith) Layer
V i Ith (1-f) (Vil-Vilth)(l-Tlext)+Vilth(1-f) active layer
Vi Ith f/2 Vilth(f/2) GaAs substrate
Vi Ith f/2 V Ith(f/2) p-GaAs cap layer

Ith 2 R, 12 Rs p-contact layer

The operating parameters for the diodes are given in Table 3.4. The

operating parameters for the MQW lasers were obtained from their data sheets.

The operating parameters for GRINSCH SQW lasers were obtained from

D.K. Wagner. et. al. 2 and data sheets. Vb1 is the diode voltage at threshold, and

Vb2 is the diode voltage at the operating current above threshold. The

narrow-stripe laser has a higher ohmic resistance because of the smaller

contact area.

TABLE 3.4

Operating Parameters for Laser Diodes

Parameter SQW-60-300 MQW-100-250 SQW-5-300

Laser type broad-stripe 10-stripe 1-stripe

Optical power (mW) 80 200 100 200 46
V1 (V) 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51
Vbl (V) 1.54 1.54 1.76 1.76 -

Vb 2 (V) 1.63 1.78 1.81 1.9 -

Ith (mA) 100 100 200 200 75
I (mA) 200 340 340 475 128
R s (Q) .6 .6 .85 .85 6
f .65 .65 .65 .65 .65

1lext .473 .473 .49 .49 .62
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When the operating parameters of Table 3.4 are substituted into the

equations of Table 3.3, the generated heat in the specified layers of the laser

can be found. These values are listed in Table 3.5. The listed values for total

heat generated represent the total power into the laser minus the optical

power output. For a 10-stripe laser, each stripe will receive only one tenth of

these power levels. The broad-stripe lasers are more efficient than the

10-stripe array because current spreading is not as significant for them. It

occurs only at the two outer edges of the broad active area as opposed to on

either side of each stripe for the 10-stripe laser.

TABLE 3.5

Heat Generated in the Laser Diode (in Watts)

Parameter SQW-60-300 MQW-100-250 SQW-5-300
Laser type broad-stripe 10-stripe 1-stripe
Optical power (mW) 80 200 100 200 46
at threshold:
active layer 0.0529 0.0529 0.106 0.106 0.040
GaAs substrate 0.049 0.049 0.098 0.098 0.037
p-GaAs cap layer 0.049 0.049 0.098 0.098 0.037
p-contact layer 0.006 0.006 0.034 0.034 0.034
above threshold:
active layer 0.132 0.244 0.214 0.317 0.070
GaAs substrate 0.049 0.049 0.098 0.098 0.037
p-GaAs cap layer 0.049 0.049 0.098 0.098 0.037
p-contact layer 0.024 0.069 0.098 0.192 0.098
Total heat generated
at threshold: 0.157 0.157 0.336 0.336 0.147
above threshold: 0.255 0.411 0.508 0.706 0.241

For the MQW-100-250 and SQW-5-300 lasers the current in the active

layer spreads out laterally, increasing the effective stripe width.

Determination of the actual current distribution in the diode's active area was
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accomplished by powering the laser below the threshold current and imaging

the laser facet onto a CCD camera. 2 2 The CCD camera is interfaced with an

image processor which can plot the intensity distribution of the spontaneous

emission. The assumption was made that the output intensity distribution is

proportional to the current distribution. For the MQW-100-250 array, with cell

widths of 1 p±m the fraction of power per cell was measured to be 0, 0.03, 0.10,

0.17, 0.20, 0.20, 0.17, 0.10, 0.03, 0 across the ten active layer cells for a current

10 mA below threshold. This profile was also used as an approximation for the

stbstrate and cap layers For the broad-stripe laser, because the stripe is wide

and the central r .1 of the stripe was the area of interest, no current

spreading was 1 ,d in the simulation. For the SQW-5-300 narrow-stripe laser a

Gaussian listribution was seen with a full width half maximum (FWHM) of

20 pii at a current 13% of threshold. This FWHM decreased as the current

increased, with a FWHM of 15 gim for a current 31% of threshold, a FWHM of 10

gim for a current 44% of threshold, a FWHM of 7 gim for a current 67% of

threshold, and a FWHM of 5.5 pim for a current 91% of threshold. The current

distribution above threshold cannot be accurately measured by imaging

because the lasing regions will show disproportionately more intensity than

the non-lasing regions because the lasing light is directional. For this work,

the value of 5 gim for the FWHM was used to model the SQW-5-300 narrow-stripe

laser.
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3.3 Steady-state results

Table 3.6 shows the change in temperature of the active area in the

center of the stripe from the heat sink temperature of 20 °C for the three laser

diodes for various current levels run at steady-state.

TABLE 3.6

Change in Temperature of Active Area during Steady-State Operation

Laser Optical Power (mW) Temperature Rise, oC]
SQW-60-300 80 4.78

200 7.60
MQW-100-250 200 10.7
SQW-5-300 46 10.24

3.4 Transient results and discussion

Table 3.7 lists the temperature change of the active area in the center

of the stripe for the three lasers during modulation with 80 ns and 1600 ns

pulses. For the 80 ns pulse, a 50% duty cycle was used. For the 1600 ns pulse,

the laser was set initially at the threshold current level until the temperature

reached steady state and then the modulating current was applied. This

approximates a 50% duty cycle pulse since in 1600 ns the temperature in the

active region will have a long enough time to settle back to the threshold

temperature after the modulated pulse ends. The transient simulations were

run with varying step sizes. The first section was run with a step size of 9 jts to

bring the diode near steady state. After that, a step size of 1 ns was used.
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TABLE 3.7

Thermal Transients in Active Area of Pulsed Laser Diodes

Laser Peak Power, mW Temperature Rise, C Temperature Rise, C
(80 ns pulse) (1600 ns pulse)

SQW-60-300 80 .092 .58
200 .219 _

MQW-100-250 200 0.35
100 0.18 _

SQW-5-300 46 0.396 2.12

The SQW-60-300 broad-stripe laser has smaller transients than the

MQW-100-250 ten-stripe array because it has minimal current spreading. It

also has a larger total active area (60gm versus 40 gm for the 10-stripe laser),

and has a longer length of 300 gm versus -250 gm for the 10-stripe laser.

Figure 3.3 plots the temperature in the active area of the laser during

modulation for the SQW-60-300 laser for a peak optical power of 80 mW and

80 ns pulses. Figure 3.4 shows the SQW-60-300 laser with a peak optical power

of 80 mW for a 1600 ns pulse.

These temperature transients can be translated into modal transients

and compared to experimental data by using the relationship that the emission

wavelength for a typical GaAIAs laser will shift an average of -3 A/rC. 4

Table 3-8 shows the thermal time constants of the transients fitted to the

equation

AT(t) = (kl(l-e(-t/Tl))+k2(l-e(-t/T 2 ))) (3.1)

where AT(t) is the temperature rise, t is the time in ns, and kl and k2 are

steady state temperature values associated with the time constants TI and T2.
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TABLE 3-8

Thermal Time Constants Fitted to Transient Data from the Finite Element Code

Analysis

Transient Output k1 TI1 k2 T2
Laser Time, ns Power, mW I (ns) (C) (ns)
SQW-60-300 80 80 0.0281 4.5 0.091 70

1600 80 0.295 400 0.41 1500

SQW-5-300 80 46 0.16 7 0.45 110
FWHM=5 1600 46 0.8 220 1 2.1 1600

3.5 Effect of varying cell sizes

The cell size was varied for the lasers to determine its effect on the

simulations. In one case, cell widths of I gm were used with cell thicknesses of

0.5 gm in the confinement area. In the other case cell widths of 0.1 gm were

used with cell thicknesses of 0.05 gm in the confinement area. Small changes

in the thermal transients on the order of a few percent occurred, indicating

that accurate simulations can be made with the larger cell sizes.
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CHAPTER 4

TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT RATE EQUATIONS MODEL

4.1 Introduction

Rate equations model the modal output power characteristics of laser

diodes. The characteristics and dimensions of the laser are entered into the

program along with the driving current, and the equations are solved

numerically to predict the power in each of the laser modes as a function of

time. The rate equations model is used to obtain information on relaxation

oscillation frequency, modal power distribution, total output power, and the

settling times of the modal power fluctuations due to mode-buildup time

transients and thermal-induced transients.

Temperature-independent rate equations have been described by many

workers in the field including Marcuse and Lee 3 1 , Yariv 3 2 , Adams and

Osinski 3 3 , and Agrawal and Dutta 3 4 . Byrne and Keating have developed

temperature-dependent rate equations by adding temperature dependence to

the threshold current density and to the peak of the modal gain curve

distribution, however, they only investigated dc behavior. 3 5  This report uses

the equations developed by Byrne and Keating and extends their work by

examining transient behavior.

4.2 Description of Rate Equations

The electron and photon transient behavior in laser diodes can be

described by the following rate equations,
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n/2
dne- -e I M A Du(ne-no)su (4.1)
dt ed "e e

,o=-n/2

dt Tr Dr ne -- s + M rA D-u(ne- lo)S (4.2)

The variables in these equations are defined as follows:

ne = injected electron density in the conduction band, im 3

t = time coordinate, s

j = current density, A/cm 2

e = electron charge (1.6 x 10-19 C)

d = thickness of active laser region, gim

Te = carrier lifetime, s

Tr = carrier lifetime due to radiative recombination processes

n+1 = number of modes with gain

A = stimulated emission factor, gm3/s

Du = line shape factor

A
no = carrier density for transparency, jtm "3

SOU = photon density of -,th laser mode, im 3

r = ratio of active layer volume to optical mode volume (mode

confinement factor)

= fraction of spontaneous emission coupled into the lasing

mode (assumed to be frequency independent)

(spontaneous emission factor )

"tp = photon lifetime, s

M - gain saturation term
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The photon lifetime, rp, is related to the group refractive index of the

laser medium, ng, and the effective cavity loss coefficient, c, by the relation

ng/(C c) . (4.3)

The photon lifetime represents the average time the photon spends in

the cavity. It takes into account cavity losses due to absorption of photons in

the cavity and mirror losses. The effective cavity loss coefficient, a, is related

to the cavity length and reflectivity of the mirrors, R, by

1 I
U = U1 + I In 1 (4.4)

where R = -RI*R2 and RI and R2 are the intensity reflectivity coefficients

(reflectances) for the front and back facets. The reflectance, RI, is

approximately 0.32 for an uncoated facet. 2  The intrinsic loss coefficient is ai.

The gain compression term, M, is defined as

1
M = 1(4.5)

n/2
I + I E s-

v=-n/2

where E is the gain compression factor. The main effect of the gain

compression term is to dampen the relaxation oscillations of the laser. The

gain compression term (sometimes referred to as gain saturation factor) is a

phenomenological term which takes into account various nonlinearities

occurring in the laser medium and spectral hole burning. 36 ,37  It has also

been used to represent the effect of lateral carrier diffusion in narrow width
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lasers. 3 8 , 3 9  The transient response is not very sensitive to the exact value of

the gain saturation factor (other than damping the relaxation oscillations).

Values for £ could not be derived accurately from the experimental data in this

report, though, in Chapter 5, approximate values for F- are found which

moderately dampen the relaxation oscillations for the various lasers.

Equation (4.1) can be normalized by multiplying through each side by

'TpA as shown in equation (4.6). Equation (4.2) is normalized by 'reA as shown

in equation (4.7). The assumption is made that t r is approximately equal to ce

as will be discussed later in Section 4.10.

d(ne'rpA ) jA (ne'rpA) n/2 (AM(STeA)

dt { ed - - IDu{(nepA)- (nopA)) (4.6)
v=-n/2

d(siyreA) F_. 1 (4.7)eA
dt - Xp Dv(nexpA) - (SVyeA) + rD-u(netpA)-notpA) M(sueA) (4.7)

Using the equalities

N = nerpA,

Su = su'teA,
A

No =nopA,

j JTeTpAjn= "e dL¢
ed '

we obtain the following equations,

dN I1/

dt = Jn - N - n/M D o(N-No)S (4.8)
v=-n/2
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dS i
1= ( tD N - S, + M r D(N-No)S). (4.9)d t -p

The normalization of the electron and photon density equations not

only serves to simplify the equations but also facilitates the use of a

Runge-Kutta numerical analysis. This is because the stiffness of the equations

is determined by the ratio of the independent variables. The ratio of the

electron density over the photon density is normally quite high so the

equations are stiff and require a very small time step to converge. The

normalization factors reduce the ratio of the electron and photon density

terms and so the system converges with a much larger time step.

The first term in (4.1) is the increase in electron carriers due to

current. The second term is the decrease in electron carriers due to

spontaneous emission, and the third term is the decrease or increase in

electron carriers due to stimulated emission or absorption of photons.

Equation (4.2) represents the change in photon population for each

separate guided mode. The first term in (4.2) is the increase in the photon

population due to spontaneous emission. The factor y accounts for the fact that

only a fraction of the spontaneously emitted photons contribute to the guided

mode. The second term represents the loss of photons due to cavity losses. The

third term represents the stimulated emission or absorption of photons. Note

that the stimulated emission rate represented by this term is due both to a gain

factor and to the concentration difference of electrons above transparency

and the concentration of photons in that particular mode. As described in

Section 2.1, it is the fact that the stimulated emission rate is driven by the

concentration of photons in a particular mode that causes the mode-buildup

transients. It is only because of feedback that the power tends to gradually
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concentrate in a few dominant modes. The first and third terms of (4.2) are

multiplied by r to account for the different volumes occupied by the electrons

and photons. This can be verified by holding r constant and iterating the rate

equations for different values of active layer thicknesses. The optical power

out of the cavity is independent of the active layer thickness as long as r stays

constant.

The photon density can be convened into optical power out of the laser

cavity as shown in the following equation:

LSd 1 (4.10)P= s rF ng/(C(cx-ati)) (.0
v=-n/2

where
hc

z id the variables are defined as

P = optical power, W

S = width of laser stripe, 4im

L = cavity length, gtm

E = energy per photon, J

h = Planck's constant (6.626 x 10- 34 J/s)

c = velocity of light in vacuum (3 x 1014 ptm/s)

Xpo = wavelength at the peak of the mode distribution at time 0
1 1

=facetloss= In

In (4.10). the photon density is multiplied by the mode volume and

energy per photon to give the energy in joules represented by all the photons
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in the cavity. This energy is then divided by the photon lifetime (without

internal losses) to give the optical power coming out of the cavity.

4.3 Determination of the stimulated emission factor and the

transparency electron current density

The stimulated emission factor, A, affects the oscillation frequency of

the relaxation oscillations. A larger stimulated emission factor increases the

oscillation frequency. The stimulated emission factor can be obtained through

values obtained for the gain. In Thompson 6 and Kressel and Butler1 2 the

theoretical relation between peak optical gain, g, in cm-l, and injected

current density, J, in Amps cm "2 , for pure GaAs at various temperatures is

g=P3(J-Jo) , (4.11)

where Jo is the transparency electron current density. The gain, g, is defined

as the power emitted per unit volume divided by the power crossing per unit

area. 12 If this relation is plotted, the slope of the line represents the gradient

10 (sometimes referred to as the differential gain coefficient) in cm Amp " 1. The

relationship between 13 and the stimulated emission factor, A, is given by

A de c (4.12)
Te ng

The transparency electron density for the peak mode of the distribution

is related to the transparency electron current, Jo, by the relation1 2

A Jon o = - te (4.13)
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The actual threshold current of the device can be determined by the

threshold condition where the gain equals the loss 2 ,

iln(1/R)
Fg= i+ L ' (4.14)

and the gain current relation (4.11). The expression derived from these two

equations is

Ith= ((Jo + L+ In(l/R)) (4.15)th-ri  r r Fp1

where lth is the threshold current during the pulse in Amps.

In narrow stripe gain-guided laser diodes the current will not remain

confined to the narrow stripe width defined by the oxide or proton

implantation. There are two processes by which this occurs. First, the current

will spread out during its trip from the metal contact down to the active area.

This effect is directly related to the current density, and the thickness and

conductivity of the confining layer which comes between the active layer and

the metallization. Once the current reaches the active layer, it will diffuse

outward along the active region. This effect is related to the diffusivity and to

the carrier lifetime in the active region.

Casey and Panish 4 0 have derived equations that predict the carrier

distribution in the laser diode active layer based on both current spreading

and active-layer carrier diffusion. They combine the current spreading

expressions described by Yonezu et. al.4 1 with the carrier-diffusion model of
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Hakki 4 2 . Thompson 6 and Streifer, et.al., 4 3 also describe the effects of current

spreading and diffusion.

In the Casey and Panish approach, current spreading effects are

characterized by a current spreading length,

1o Ps I0 (4.16)

(1+(Sicps/(2L))It). 5 - I
where I0= Srps/(2L)

and I I
Ps (pl/dl) (p2/d2)

Here 10 is the lateral spreading current, It is the total current, ps is the

composite sheet resistivity, dl and d2 are the lengths of the layers through

which the current flows to reach the active layer with their respective

resistivities, pl and P l, and x is the exponential junction parameter e/nkT. In

the SQW lasers used in this report, the confining layer on the p-side is

Ga. 6 AI. 4 As. Using a mobility, jip, of 250 cm 2 /(V s) 44, and hole doping, p, of

2x10 17 cm "3 , this give a conductivity (g='p pe) of 8 mho cm- 1. The

resistivity is the inverse of the conductivity. For a thickness, dl + d2, of 1.7 gm ,

stripe width, S, of 5 gm and stripe length, L, of 300 tim, this makes a

characteristic spreading length of 1.2 grm for a current density of

8500 A/cm 2 , 1.64 gam for a current density of 5000 A/cm 2 (threshold for the

SQW-5-300 narrow stripe laser), 2.12 gm for a current density of 3330 A/cm 2 ,

and 6.68 gm for a current density of 670 A/cm 2 . Also, it should be noted that

for proton-bombarded stripe-geometry lasers (such as the MQW-4-250 laser)

lateral current spreading is further decreased. 4 5
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Diffusion effects in the active layer are characterized by a diffusion

length. The diffusion length can be calculated knowing the electron mobility,

A.e, and the electron lifetime in the p-type material, 'p:

Ln=(De tp). 5  (4.17)

D_2g~t k Twhere De

is the diffusion constant, k is the Boltzman constant, 1.38 10-23 J/K, and T is the

temperature in degrees Kelvin. 4 6  For electrons in GaAs at concentrations

below 1015 cm' 3 , ge is 0.85 m2 /(V sec). 4 6 , 12  (This value will decrease at

higher electron concentrations.) Using this value, a temperature of 300 OK,

and an electron lifetime of 2 ns 1 I, a value of 6.6 pim is calculated for the

diffusion length. Hakki 4 2 and Streiffer 4 3 use values of 5 and 3 gm,

respectively, for the diffusion length when modeling current diffusion in

GaAs lasers.

For stripe widths under 20 microns, electron spreading and diffusion

effects start playing a major role in the mode size and efficiency and so values

of 13 and Jo determined from wide width laser diodes are no longer valid. The

effect of current spreading and diffusion on the gain factors can be

determined by first predicting the profile of the current along the stripe.

Then new effective values of 13 and Jo for the case of narrow stripe lasers can

be calculated. Casey and Panish predict the electron concentration in the

active layer. Their equations can be normalized to give the following two

equations;
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Jr(x) = - Ln exp cosh -) (i+-- for lxi < 2 (4.18)

Jr(x) = (1,,)1 (l+coth S2- ))' (lo 2 Ln2IlO+LncOth( 2 -n)J exp( (x-S / 2))

____ (TL n (KhnLn

+ 102  exp 1o2 1+ 2for W > (4.19)

where Jr(x) is the relative percentage of current density at any distance x

from the center of the stripe.

Figure 4.1 shows Jr(x) versus x for a stripe width, S, of 5 im, diffusion

length, Ln, of 5 microns and a spreading length, 1o, of 1.2 im.

0.4

0.35

0.25

U 0.2
o 0.15-

S0.1-

0.05

5 10 15 20 25
Distance (im)

FIGURE 4.1 Relative current density versus distance.
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Equations (4.18) and (4.19) can be used to solve for the new gain

relationship with modified values of 03 and Jo, represented by 0* and Jo*,

g=p3*(J-Jo*)- (4.20)

This is done by solving for the gain as a function of distance from the stripe

center and current density through the stripe contact, Jt 0 t,

gain(x,Jtot) = 0 ( (Jr(x) Jtot ) - Jo) • (4.21)

The effective gain will then be the average gain over the region where there

is gain:
Xeff

gaineff(Jtot) ; f gain(x,Jtot) d x (4.22)
Xeff 0

where Xeff is the distance from the center of the stripe to the point where the

gain becomes zero. Equation (4.22) makes the approximation that there is a

uniform density of photons in the region where there is gain. The effective

gain can be found for other values of Jtot and then plotted. The slope of the

curve gives the new value of P3*, the gain coefficient, and the x-intercept the

new transparency current density, Jo*.

Figure 4.2 shows the new gain curve plotted along with the gain curve

for no current diffusion as a function of current density. This is for the case

of S= 5 gm, Ln=5 gm, 1o = 1.2 gm, 0 =4.4 cm/A, and Jo = 145 A/cm 2 . The 03 and1 0

values are taken from values determined for the SQW-60-300 laser.2
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FIGURE 4.2 Gain versus current density through the stripe contact.

From Figure 4.2 the new effective gain parameters, 13* and Jo*,

representing the slope and x-intercept of the curve, can be found. Since the

graph only approximates a straight line these values must be interpolated. It

is apparent that current spreading through the stripe for a narrow stripe

width has dramatic effects on the effective gain of the laser. Table 4.1 lists

values for the effective gain parameters calculated for varying spreading and

diffusion lengths.

TABLE 4.1

Effective Gain Parameters for Various Diffusion Lengths and Stripe Widths

Diffusion Spreading Stripe 13 Jo " Jo10*

Length Length [Width (cm/Amp) (Amp/ (cm/Amp) (Amp/
(4im) (4m) [(jim) cm 2 ) cm 2 )

5 1.2 5 4.4 145 0.51 225
7 1.2 5 .... 0.415 250
7 3 5 .... 0.39 325
8 5 5 .... 0.32 375
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4.4 Line shape factor and the gain spectral linewidth

The line shape factor is a Lorentzian equation given as

1
1+[(Xi-p(t))/AXD] 2  (4.23)

where

AXD = effective gain spectral linewidth parameter, g±m

kp(t) = wavelength at the peak of the gain spectrum for time t

X. = wavelength of the bth laser mode.

The spacing between adjacent modes in a cavity, Akc, is determined by

Akc = Xpo 2/ (2ngL). (4.24)

The linewidth parameter, AXD, has the effect of determining the

steady-state relative power distribution between the modes. The line shape

factor equation is determined by fitting the Lorenztian equation to the

calculated and measured spontaneous emission spectra of QW GaAs lasers. 4 7 - 5 0

4.5 Characterization of the spontaneous emission factor

Of the total spontaneous emission emitted in all directions, only a small

portion becomes amplified by the laser modes. This fraction is given by the

spontaneous emission factor, y, 5 1,31,52,53

Y KrX Do4  (4.25)
t4n2nr 2ngDdLAkD
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where K is the astigmatism factor and nr is the effective refractive index of

the laser medium. The factor y is the ratio of the volume occupied by one

guided mode relative to the whole volume receiving photons by spontaneous

emission.

The astigmatism factor is used to account for changes in y due to laser

geometry. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, K is affected by laser length and

width. It also changes depending on whether the laser is gain- or

index-guided.

The spontaneous emission factor affects the mode power distribution. A

larger y causes a larger spread of the power distribution of the modes. The

spontaneous emission factor also affects the time it takes for the modal power

sharing to settle, with a smaller y causing the modes to take longer to stabilize

in power.

4.6 Incorporation of temperature effects

The peak wavelength of the gain curve is dependent on the current

density 3 3 and on temperature as shown in the following equation,

Xj4X(t) = u - e (t + 8Xpt(t) + A%. + (u * A.c). (4.26)no0

In this equation, AX is the initial detuning of the gain peak from the dominant

mode (from 0-0.5 Akc), and u is a constant relating the carrier density to the

shift in the gain peak (typically 106.4 nm) 3 3. k. and Xp(t) were defined earlier

as the wavelength of the uth laser mode and the wavelength at the peak of the
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mode distribution for time t. The thermal shift of the peak wavelength of the

gain curve, Skpt(t), is defined as

sxpt(t) = h AT(t) , (4.27)

where h is the experimental shift of wavelength per oC. AT(t) is the

temperature shift in the active area previously described by equation (3.1).

The gain peak shifts due to carrier density changes and thermal changes are

both positive, i.e., the gain peak shifts to longer wavelengths.

The carrier density term becomes zero at threshold because at threshold

and at higher modulation levels the carrier density stays constant except for

some minor oscillations. Therefore, the factor u in (4.26) which relates the

shift in the gain peak due to carrier density changes has minimal effect in the

modeling done in this report since the lasers were all pulsed from threshold.

The carrier-induced index change and its corresponding wavelength shift is

also described by Manning, Olshansky and Su. 5 4

The change in temperature over time, AT(t), is determined either

experimentally or with a finite element analysis of the thermal transients in

the active area of the laser diode during a pulse. 15 , 16  To determine AT(t)

experimentally, the modes of the pulsed laser diode are separated with a

spectrometer and the shift in the gain curve peak during the pulse

determined. This needs to be done for each separate laser at each power level.

A plot of the shift in the gain curve with time can be made and the data fitted

to two thermal time constants, TI and T2, where TI is a short thermal time

constant, and T2 is a long time constant. The temperature increase in the

active layer for time constant TI is kl and the temperature increase in the
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active layer for time constant T2 is k2. Alternately the change in temperature

over time, AT(t), can be determined with a finite element thermal analysis of

the diode as discussed previously in Chapter 3.

The output curves from the rate equation analysis in this paper are

compared by the use of their time constants. The time constant of the curve

comes from the equation

AT(t) = Tfinal [1-e('t/t)] . (4.28)

When t equals r the value is at 63.2% of Tfinal, its final value. When t equals 2'r

the value is at 86.5% of its final value.

The threshold current dependence on temperature is defined as 2

Ith(t) = Itho e[AT(t)/To] , (4.29)

where Itho is the threshold current at the initial temperature, Ith(t) is the

threshold current at a time t later as the temperature changes according to

Equation (3.1), and TO is the active region characteristic temperature (-150K

for multi-quantum well diodes and -130K for single quantum well diodes 2 ,4 ).

The threshold current increases with increasing temperature. For example,

for T0 =150K and AT = 50 K, Ith = 1.03 41tho. For AT = 10°K, Ith = 1.069Itho.

The temperature dependence of the transparency electron current

density, Jo, and the differential gain coefficient, 13, can be derived from the

threshold current dependence using (4.15). 3 5  If the temperature dependence

of JD is described by Jo(AT(t))=Joe[AT(t)/To] then P(AT(t))= 13e-AT(t)/To].

In this rate equation code, all the spectral shift is assumed to occur via

mode hopping. This is because the individual modes are being modeled. The

mode chirping can easily be predicted, though, knowing the average shift in

the wavelength of the individual modes with temperature. It is important to
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remember, though, when comparing the modeling to the experimental data,

that if mode chirping is severe enough, the experimental data will not give an

accurate measure of the mode hopping, because the mode will be moving out of

the detector area during the pulse.

4.7 Refractive Indexes

The group refractive index, ng, is defined as

ng = nr - X dnr (4.30)

where nr is the effective refractive index of the material. The group

refractive index was estimated for a GaAlAs SQW laser at an energy of 1.455 eV

to be 3.87.55  Larsson, et.al., 5 6 report values for the group index as 3.45 to 3.8

for GRINSCH SQW lasers with cavity lengths ranging from 300 to 600 gm. This

value concurs with values obtained from the measurements of the separation

of the laser diode modes with a spectrometer and equation (4.24). These values

are listed in Table 5.2 of Chapter 5 for several of the lasers tested in this report.

The effective refractive index of the GaAs laser medium for laser energy at

1.5 eV is found to be near 3.65.1 2

4.8 Confinement factor

The confinement factor, r, is the fraction of the mode energy contained

in the active region. It also is an approximate ratio of the electron volume in

the active area to the volume occupied by the optical modes, and is defined as
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d/2

F d 2 
(4.31)

fJE2 d x
-00

where Ey is the electric field and d is the active area thickness. 6 The

confinement factor can be approximated by the -se of the effective optical

width, s,

00

E2 d x

S - 2 (4.32)
max

where Emax is the electric field at the center of the active area. The effective

optical width is close to the full width/half maximum of the optical power

profile. The confinement factor can then be approximated by

d
r =- - (4.33)s

A simple relationship calculating r from the refractive indexes of the

material, the active layer thickness, and the wavelength can be found in

Agrawal and Dutta. 3 4  This relationship is an approximation assuming most of

the power is in the fundamental transverse mode. The normalized waveguide

thickness is now introduced:

D=k o (p 2 - ' 5 d (4.34)
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where g a and tc are the refractive indices of the active layer and the

cladding layers, ko is the wave number of the mode,

k (4.35)

and Xc, is the free space wavelength. The confinement factor can then be

approximated as 3 4

r = D2/(2 + D2) (4.36)

for D in gtm. For quantum well lasers, where D<< 1, this equation can be further

simplified to r = D2/2 or

r=2n 2 (gt2 _- 2) d2 / X 2  (4.37)a 0

Table I shows some calculations of the confinement factor and effective

optical thicknesses for various refractive indexes, wavelengths, and active

layer thicknesses.

Table 4.2

Calculated Confinement Factors and Effective Optical Thicknesses

Xo, im d, gm ra c  r s, 4m

0.8 1.0 3.51 3.22 0.98 1.02
0.8 0.1 3.51 3.22 0.376 .266
0.8 .06 3.51 3.22 .178 .337
0.8 .02 3.51 3.22 .0235 .851
0.8 .01 3.51 3.22 .006 1.67
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Kressel and Butler 1 2 and Thompson 6 get similar results as those shown in

Table I. As can be seen, the effective optical thickness, s, increases

dramatically for active layer sizes less than 0.1 gm.

Quantum well structures allow high gain at low carrier densities but

have the disadvantage of a small optical confinement factor. 4 7  Two means of

combating this are the use of multi-quantum wells and a graded index

confinement structure.

The optical confinement factor for graded-index structures must be

calculated numerically. Wagner et.al. 2 calculates this for various laser

lengths and widths. For a laser with a quantum well active layer thickness of

10 nm, the confinement factor was 0.032, giving an effective optical

thickness, s, of 0.312 gim. This is a considerable improvement over the

non-graded structure. For the 0.014 gim active layer thickness SQW GRINSCH

lasers used in this report, a confinement factor of 0.045 was used which gives

the same effective optical thickness of 0.312 gim.

Agrawal and Dutta3 4 calculate the confinement factor for

multi-quantum -well lasers as

Nada
r=-YNad a + Nbdb (4.38)

-2 2

where y = 2 n2 (Nada + Nbdb) 2  2 '

Nadag.a + Nbdbgjb
t Nada + Nbdb

and Na and Nb are the number of active and barrier layers. Using these

formulas r is calculated to be 0.147 for a 0.808 pim wavelength laser with four
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active layers each 13 nm thick and three barrier layers each 4 nm thick. In

this case s will be 0.436 g.m.

4.9 Cavity loss coefficient

The effect of the loss coefficient, ai, in the iate equations is to change

the overall output power of all the modes. Raising ai will lower the output

power. The main cavity loss mechanisms are free-carrier absorption in the

quantum well and in the graded and confining layers. The intrinsic loss

coefficient is related to these by the confinement factor,

cai = oqw r + ac (1 - F). (4.39)

The free carrier absorption coefficients in the quantum well and graded

and confining layers, atqw and tclC, have values in the range of 30 cm "1 and

2 cm 1. In Wagner, Waters, et.al., 2 values for ai are found for a SQW,

GRINSCH structure laser. They obtain values from 2.8 to 5.5 cm " 1 for different

structures.

The external quantum efficiency, Il e , can be related to the internal

quantum efficiency, iri, by the equation:

ln(1/R)
lle=ThiQL + ln(1/R) (4.40)

The internal quantum efficiency of these lasers is known to be near

1.0.12 The differential quantum efficiency is the slope of the optical power

versus injection current graph (in W/A) divided by the bandgap energy in eV

where the bandgap energy in eV is equal to 1.24/.po, with Xpo in microns.
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4.10 Spontaneous Electron Lifetime

The carrier (or electron) lifetime, Te, is the carrier lifetime in the active

region. It is the inverse of the carrier recombination rate and is defined by

1= Anr + B ne + C ne2  (4.41)
'e

where

Ant= non-radiative recombination rate due to traps or surface

recombination, s-l,

B = radiative recombination coefficient, cm 3/s,

C = Auger recombination coefficient, cm 6 /s .

The carrier lifetime is related to the carrier lifetime due to radiative

recombination processes, Tr, and the carrier lifetime due to nonradiative

recombination processes, nr, by,

1 1 1 (4.42)
Te Tr Tnr

1 I

where I= Bne and =Anr+Cne2 .
T r Tnr

Olshansky, et. al., have reported values for the Anr, B, and C coefficients

for AIGaAs LEDs and InGaAsP lasers. 5 7  They found that the Auger coefficient

is negligible for AIGaAs LEDs. It should be noted that the carrier lifetime will

remain a constant once threshold is reached because at that point and at

higher current levels the electron density, ne, remains a constant. The rate

equation modeling in this report is designed to model lasers that are pulsed
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from threshold and so a single value for the carrier lifetime at threshold can

be used. If it was desired to model the lasers pulsed from zero current the An r

and B coefficients would need to be used. The Anr and B coefficients can be

found by measurements of the carrier lifetime versus current as described by

Olshansky. Since the Anr coefficient is usually on the order of 5 to 10 times

smaller than the Bne term at threshold, 'Er is approximately equal to 'e and

there is only a relatively small discrepancy if Te is used for t r in Equation (4.2)

so that the equations can be normalized more easily.

The carrier lifetime for the MQW-4-250 laser can be found

experimentaily from the fall time of a pulse. 12  The diode was pulsed below

threshold and the fall time measured. For this work a Berkeley Nucleonics

Model 6040 Pulse Generator with a Model 201E Module with 150 ps rise and fall

times was used to pulse the !aser. An Antel Optronics Model AR-S5 APD with a

<90 ps rise time was used to detect the signal. For the MQW-4-250 single-stripe

laser the fall time was found to be approximately 1.2 ns.

The carrier lifetime can also be calculated from the expression1 1

Td = to + Te ln[I/(I - Ith)] , (4.43)

where Td is the delay time between the onset of the current pulse and the

output from the laser, and to is a fixed arbitrary delay caused by cables. The

pulse current is measured from an initially unbiased value. With this

equation, if several values are taken and plotted, the electron lifetime can be

found from the slope of the curve of ('rd) versus (Te ln[I/(l - Ith)]). Elliott,

et.al., 1 1 calculated the lifetime this way for the 10-stripe MQW-100-250 laser

and found a value of 1.9 ns. Streifer, et.al., uses the value of 1.6 ns for a MQW

laser at threshold. 5 8
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Changing the carrier lifetime in the rate equations program changes

the oscillation frequency. This is because it is directly related to the stimulated

emission factor as shown in Equation (4.12). A larger value of 're decreases the

number of oscillations per nanosecond.

4.11 Limitations of the rate equation model

Several factors limit the accuracy of our model.

Firstly, the gain/current relationship is assumed to be linear when in

fact there are non-linearities present.

Secondly, the model does not take into account mode chirping. It

assumes the modes stay at a constant wavelength and only the power

distribution between modes changes.

Values for y, "tsp , r, and a are approximate and will vary even among

lasers of the same type.

However, with all these inaccuracies, the rate equation model is still

useful as a tool to obtain rough measurements of the behavior of pulsed laser

diodes, particularly when various design parameters need to be compared.

A complete listing of the rate equation computer program in

Mathematica for a MacIntosh computer is given in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 5

USING THE RATE EQUATION MODEL

5.1 Introduction

The rate equation model can be used with or without including thermal

effects. Without thermal effects the model can be run to get information on

relaxation oscillation frequency, modal power distribution, total output power,

and the settling time of the modal power fluctuations due to mode buildup-time

transients.

When temperature dependence is added, the relaxation oscillation

frequency and total output power remain the same. The change is that now

the peak of the gain curve will shift and the modes will shift in power

accordingly. The longer wavelength modes will gain power and the shorter

wavelength modes will lose power.

5.2 Modeling the laser diodes without incorporating thermal

effects

Table 5.1 lists the input parameters for the lasers used in the

simulations. Wavelength and spacing between the individual modes, AXc,

taken with an LS-2 spectrometer, are also presented. These were used to

calculate values for the group index, ng. A value of 1.8 ns1 1 was used for sp,

0.025 gim for AXD, and 0.3 and 0.95 for RI and R2. Section 4.8 describes how the

confinement factors, r, were obtained. Section 4.3 describes how the

differential gain coefficient, 03, and the transparency current density, Jo, were

obtained.
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TABLE 5.1

Individual Input Parameters for the Laser Diodes

Parameter S W-60-300 SOW-60-600 SQW-5-300 MQW-4-250
D (jim) 60 60 5 4
L (gm) 300 600 300 250
d ( bm) 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.064
r 0.0452 0.0452 0.0452 0.147

D (cm/A) 4.4 4.4 0.51 0.12
Jo (A/cm 2 ) 145 145 225 565
n r  3.6512 3.6512 3.6512 3.6

XVo (Urm) 0.814 0.822 0.819 0.80
Ith (mA) 100 100 75 49
Differential Quantun,
Efficiency 0.473 0.5 0.623 0.42
Xyo (um) (from LS-2) 0.812 0.818 0.811 0.802
A)c (nm) (from LS-2) 0.312 0.137 0.305 0.30
n. 13.52 3.96 3.59 4.3

Simulations of the modal transient response without thermal effects for

four lasers were performed. Table 5.2 shows the results along with values

obiained experimentally. The relative output power of the individual modes

for the lasers was not determined experimentally but can be compared

qualitatively from the experimental data presented in Figures 2.4 through 2.11.
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TABLE 5.2

Rate Equation Program Results for the Laser Diodes

Parameter Exper Calc. Exper Calc. Exper Calc. Exper Calc.
Value Value Value Value

S Valuej Value Valuej Value

Laser SQW-60-300 SOW-60-600 SQW-5-300 MQW-4-250
Current, rr.A 200 200 128 80
Intrinsic Loss, czi, cm- 1 29 14 39 60
Astigmatism Factor, K 68 32 2.5 2
Total Output Power, mW 80 83 65 68 46 46 20 19
Threshold Current, mA 100 74 100 99 75 44 49 38
Oscill. Frequency, ns " 1  3.2 4.0 2.4 2.4 1.7 3.8 2.7 3.3
Mode buildup time,
center mode, ns -10 10 -30 30 -10 15 -8 15
Output Power, mW:

Model - 23 - 12 - 23 - 9
Mode 2 - 13 - 10 - 7 3.8
Mode 3 7 - 6 - 1.5 1
Mode 4 3 4 - 0.5 0.5

When the rate equation runs are being done, the gain parameters,

carrier lifetime, and laser dimensions are entered into the program and then

trial and error runs are made to fit the calculated results to the experimental

data by adjusting the astigmatism factor and the intrinsic loss coefficient. The

astigmatism factor (as part of the spontaneous emissicn factor, Y) affects the

mode power distribution and to a small extent the oscillation frequency of the

relaxation oscillations. A larger -j causes a larger spread of the power

distribution of the modes and a slightly higher oscillation frequency. The

spontaneous emission factor also affects the time it takes for the modal power

sharing to settle, with a smaller y causing the modes to take longer to stabilize

in power. The effect of the loss coefficient, ai, in the rate equations is to

change the overall output power of all the modes. Raising ai will lower the

total output power. These values of the astigmatism factor and the intrinsic

loss coefficient are only approximations, though, due to the approximate
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nature of several of the other input parameters, such as the confinement

factor, the electron lifetime, and the gain coefficients.

Close agreement is obtained between the experimental and calculated

values for the SQW-60-300 laser for the total output power, the relaxation

oscillation frequency, and the mode buildup time. Figure 5.1a shows the output

from four of the dominant modes for the SQW-60-300 laser. This can be

compared to the experimental data in Figure 2.4. Mode 0 is the center mode,

and modes 1 through 3 are side modes which have identical counterparts on

the other wavelength side of mode 0. The mode buildup-time represents the

time it takes for the center mode to reach 86% (two time constants) of the final

value. The other modes settle faster, at rates that are proportional to their

distance from the center mode. Figure 5.1b shows the electron concentration

as a function of time during the pulse. All the rate equation runs are started

from a current slightly below threshold. As can be seen, the electron

concentration rises to the threshold value and then oscillates around this

value before leveling out.

Figure 5.2 shows the output from six of the dominant modes for the

SQW-60-600 laser diode. A smaller astigmatism factor, K, for the spontaneous

emission factor, y, was needed for this laser to match the experimental data.

The smaller y needed for this laser is related to the fact that with the longer

length, the allowed angular spread of the individual modes is less so that a

smaller percentage of the spontaneous emission (which is emitted in all

directions) will go into the lasing modes.

The mode buildup-time for the SQW-60-600 laser is considerably longer

than for the SQW-60-300 laser. This is related to the fact that it has a smaller

spontaneous emission factor and also to the fact that the photon lifetime for

this laser will be longer because of the longer length and so the competition
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between the modes takes longer to resolve. The mode spacing for this laser is

half that of the SQW-60-300 laser and the output power is spread out more

between the modes.

Figure 5.3 shows the output from the four dominant modes for the

SQW-5-300 laser diode using the effective values of P3 and Jo of 0.51 cm/A and

225 A/cm2 calculated using a diffusion length of 5 im and current spreading

length of 1.2 jim. The total output power and mode buildup time matched the

experimental data well, however, the calculated oscillation frequency for this

laser of 3.8 GHz did not match the experimental value of 1.7 GHz well. This

indicates that either the effective value of 03 is too high or that the carrier

lifetime, Tre, is too low. Using effective values of 3 and Jo of 0.32 and 375,

determined from the current spreading calculation with a diffusion length of

8 gim and current spreading length of 5 im, a value of 2.6 GHz was obtained for

the oscillation frequency. With these longer diffusion and current spreading

lengths, a calculated current threshold of 66 mA was obtained which is closer

to the experimental value of 75 mA than the value of 44 mA obtained using the

calculated diffusion and current spreading lengths. Using these longer

diffusion and current spreading lengths is not reasonable, however, since the

experimental data taken by imaging the laser facet below threshold does not

indicate that there is that much spread in the current profile. It is apparent

that some other factor, such as a change in the carrier lifetime, is playing a

role in the behavior of these narrow stripe lasers.

The SQW-5-300 laser needed a much smaller astigmatism factor, K, of 2.5

to match the steady state distribution of power between the modes. This is due

to the fact that since it is a narrow stripe, the allowed angular spread of the

individual modes is less than for a broad stripe laser and a smaller percentage
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of the spontaneous emission (which is emitted in all directions) will go into

the allowed lasing modes.

Table 5.1 also lists the input parameters used to model the MQW-4-250

narrow stripe laser diode. A MQW laser typically consists of four 0.013 gim

thick layers of Ga.94AI.06As separated by three 0.004 gtm thick layers of

Ga. 8 AI.2As. 18  An effective thickness of 0.064 gim and confinement factor of

0.147 were used to model this laser.

The experimental relaxation oscillations from the MQW-4-250 laser were

determined in a paper by Elliott and DeFreez. 1 1 The relaxation oscillations had

a frequency of 1.7 GHz (1.7 oscillations/ns) for a current 1.3 times the

threshold current and 4.0 GHz (4 oscillations/ns) for a current twice

th;eshold. This data can be extrapolated for a current 1.6 times threshold to

giN'! 2.7 oscillations/ns.

The rate equation results for the MQW-4-250 are presented in

Table 5.2. Effective values of 0 and Jo of 0.2 and 750 were found to give results

chse to those found experimentally. (Intrinsic values of P and Jo could not be

L,. md for this laser.) Figure 5.4 shows the output from the four dominant

medes. The value of 2.0 for K needed for this laser is close to the value of 3

c :culated in a report by Hausser, et. al., 5 3 for narrow stripe MQW lasers.

All the runs were done using 19 modes in the calculation. When only 9

modes were used the results were similar. With 9 modes the oscillations were

more prominent but the modes settled to approximately the same powers and

the average power was approximately the same.

A run was also done for the SQW-60-300 laser with the gain curve

peaked between two modes. In this case the results are very similar except for

the fact that there are now two identical center modes with slightly less power
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than the one center mode for the case of the gain peak centered on one mode.

The settling times (or mode buildup time) for the modes remained

approximately the same.

Although the gain saturation factor, E, was not used in the rate equation

runs, values for E could be obtained by trial and error that damp out the

oscillations in about two nanoseconds. A value of 2.0x10 "6 jim 3 was obtained

for the SQW-5-300 laser, 24x10 "6 jim 3 for the SQW-60-300 and the SQW-60-600

lasers, and 3.5x10- 6 Am3 for the MQW-4-250 laser.

5.3 Modeling the laser diodes with thermal effects

As stated earlier, when temperature dependence is added to the rate

equation modeling, the relaxation oscillation frequency and total output power

remain the same. The change is that now the peak of the gain curve will shift

with time and the modes will shift in power accordingly. The longer

wavelength modes will gain power, and the shorter wavelength modes will

lose power.

Table 3-8 lists the thermal time constants for the SQW-60-300 and

SQW-5-300 lasers derived from the finite element analysis. The parameters kl,

k2, TI, and T2 are dependent on how much drive current is applied to the diode

and so must be determined for a specific value of current.

The characteristic temperature used was 125 OK2 . A value of

0.25 nm/°K was used for h.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the rate equation modeling with thermal

effects for the SQW-60-300 laser for 80 mW power output (100 mA modulation

current) and 80 ns and 1000 ns pulses using the finite element analysis

derived thermal parameters. These can be compared to the experimental data
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in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. This laser had fairly small thermal fluxes for the 80 mW

power level and this is confirmed by the modeling. The thermal transients for

the 80 ns pulse are too small to be detected. Small thermal transients of the

same magnitude are observable, though, for the 1000 ns pulse in the modeling

and the experimental data.

Figure 5.7 shows the rate equation modeling for the SQW-5-300 laser for

46 mW power output and an 80 ns pulse using the finite element analysis

derived thermal parameters with a FWHM of 5 g.m for the current profile. As

can be seen by comparing this data to the experimental data in Figure 2.8, the

experimental thermal transients are reasonably close to the calculated ones.

Figure 5.8 shows the SQW-5-300 laser modeled with 46 mW optical power output

and a 1000 ns pulse. Once again, the experimental thermal transients look

reasonably close to the calculated ones, though, a direct comparison cannot be

made to the experimental data of Figure 2.9 because, as stated earlier, the

transients for this laser are of a high enough magnitude to cause the modes to

shift through the detector area during the pulse, making the degree of mode

hopping appear larger.

5.4 General discussion of rate equation modeling results

The rate equation results agree with the experimental data in

describing the two types of transients occurring in these gain-guided lasers.

Mode-buildup transients are more severe and occur at the beginning of the

pulse. Their duration is dependent on the laser length, with 15 ns transients

occurring in 300 gtm length lasers, and 30 ns transients occurring in 600 gtm

length lasers.
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The rate equation program was found to give a good match to the

experimental data for the broad stripe lasers. The minoi discrepancies can be

attributed to the inherent inaccuracy of some of the simplifying assumptions

and the approximate nature of several of the input parameters. The thermal

transients obtaii.ed from the rate equation analysis matched the experimental

data well. The magnitude of the calculated thermal transients are dependent

not only on the finite element analysis derived time constants, but also on the

spontaneous emission factor. The spontaneous emission factor has a direct

effect on the relative power distribution between the modes. If the power is

spread more evenly between several modes (using a larger spontaneous

.Miccinn fnLtnr th- f"t m,b 
1

tuAdA nf the thA-,l l tm -L Ae -t wt..,l .- 1t

because a shift in the gAin peak does not cause as great a shift in the

magnitude of the modes.

For the narrow stripe lasers the match of the experimental data to

the calculated data was not as good. Longer diffusion and current

spreading lengths than those calculated were needed to adjust the gain

parameters to match the experimental relaxation oscillation frequency and

threshold current. However, these longer lengths were not confirmed by

experimental data taken by imaging the laser facet below threshold. The

experimental data indicated that the current profile narrows considerably

near threshold. A reasonable match of the experimental and calculated

thermal transients was obtained by using a FWHM of 5 im for the current

profile. Modeling of narrow stripe lasers is an area for further

investigation.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this report the axial mode instabilities for several laser diode

structures were examined. In Chapter 2, experimental data was taken and the

general results showed two types of modal transients present. Mode buildup

transients occur over a relatively short period of time (10-60 ns) that is

dependent on the photon lifetime (and consequently laser length, with

shorter lengths having smaller transients). Thermal transients occur over a

period of several hundred nanoseconds.

The broad-strip GRINSC O, SQ, laser, diodes had negligible thermal

transients for the peak modulation depth of 100 mA. The MQW narrow stripe

laser and SQW narrow-stripe laser had large thermal transients.

In Chapter 3, the steady state temperature increase of the laser diodes

and the temperature changes in the active area during a current pulse were

modeled with a finite element code. A detailed analysis of the laser was done

2-dimensionally, with a 3-dimensional analysis performed to determine the

thermal impedance of the heat sink.

In Chapter 4, the thermal modeling was combined with rate equations to

give a complete model of how the laser modes behave during modulation. The

rate equation model without thermal effects gave information on relaxation

oscillation frequency, threshold current, modal power distribution, total

output power, and the settling time of the modes due to mode buildup

transients. Adding thermal effects shifted the power distribution of the modes

according to taie entered thermal time constants in a very predictable fashion.

The rate equation results agreed with the experimental data in

describing the two types of transients occurring in these gain-guided lasers.
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Mode buildup-time transients are more severe and occur at the beginning of

the pulse. Their duration is dependent on the laser lengths, with 10-30 ns

transients occurring in 300 im length lasers, and 20-60 ns transients

occurring in 600 .m length lasers. The rate equation program was found to

give a good match to the experimental data for the broad stripe lasers. The

minor discrepancies can be attributed to the inherent inaccuracy of some of

the simplifying assumptions and the approximate nature of several of the

input parameters. Using the rate equation model with the finite element code

derived thermal parameters was found to give a good match to the

experimental data.

A method was found to solve for the gain constant and the transparency

current density for narrow-stripe lasers. Current spreading in the

narrow-stripe lasers was found to have a large effect on these constants.

Diffusion and current spreading lengths longer than those calculated,

however, were necessary to match the experimental data on the relaxation

oscillation frequency and the threshold current. This was not consistent with

the thermal modeling and the experimental data taken by imaging the laser

facet, which indicates that the current spreading region should be less than

that calculated. A good match to experimental thermal transients, however,

was obtained using the thermal modeling with the rate equations.

Further works needs to be done on modeling the narrow stripe lasers,

however, it should be noted that these laterally gain-guided narrow stripe

lasers are not used as frequently nowadays, because index-guided or buried

heterostructure lasers, which have lateral current confinement, are more

commo,,ly available and are preferred over gain-guided devices particularly

for communication purposes.
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A broad-stripe GRINSCH SQW laser diode with a 200-250 im length would

be a good structure for minimizing both mode buildup-time transients and

thermally-induced transients. This type of structure could output 100 mW of

output power with minimal modal instability. Going to higher output powers

could still be a problem, though, since the thermal transients are directly

related to modulation depth.
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<<Rnmgs~tt& 

(*This program solve* the rate equations for model transients irn Lamar diodes*)
C'It inoorporates teprature effects into the cat* equation. 1)

(the met of utts are microns, no, coulombs, deg.9 a)

(' C"3Z.T LVKLI *)

jth.1 1 0 -9 ( threshold current into laser*)
(' at 300 deg.9). A'10^-9 (C/am) 40)

current-.2 10--9 ('current into laser, A*lO^-9 (C/n.) 40)

(" LABRl DDIIXBO"WL PA*AMTZIA t)
dthicknemobb. 014 ('thickness of active laser region, microam')
widt-60( width of lsaer stripe, mbicron. '

10300 ('cavity length, microns a)
refl-.3 (a0 reflectivity of first cavity mirror a
ref2m..S ( reflectivity of second cavity mirror '
eta-.045 (' onfininnot factor*)
ng-3.52 ('group index of laser media& 40)

-r-3.65 (0refractive index of laser medim a

(* SSCZLANKOU3 PAANX1TZkE a

71."U( astigmatism, factor used as mutiplication factor for gaa a)
(making game larger increases spread of power)
Cand oscillations settle out faster a

heta2p-4.4 10^4 10^9 (10 gain ooamtant, microns/CC/na) *
Cmaking gain constant larger increases oscill/n.'1)
(and gives smaller time step 10)

trans-1US 10--S IOA-SC' transparency electron current density, (C/ns)/micron^2 a
tspol.U C spontaneous emission lifetime , no @b)

alpbao-29 10^-4 1' los coefficient, MICS-oamA-1 a)
eps-0 12 2 10--1 (* gain suppression factor, wicrous^3 a
timostarteg C' start of simulation. am a
timeend-20 (10 end of sinulation. am ab)

noticks-4 n'umber of ticks on graph a
estpowz-40 (aestimated optical power out, this scales the printout, E')

o-3 10^5 ( velocity of light, microns per ams '
oo-3 10^14 ('velocity of light, microns per see a
eel1.6 W0-111( electron charge C/electron a)
planck-6.026 IOA-34 10A9 (* Planck's onstant. Joule ams

(' THzRUAL irr9CTS PADJJUTZ3J a)
h-.00025 (t gain spectral shift for tam in microa/Z .0003')
?om - 0 ('sot Ton to I to include temperature effects,)

(m et to 0 to ignore effects *)

Tled400( Tm. inc.in active layer fromb Ith to Xp Ci, no '
T2-1500 (10 Theimal time coamtant of active layer in ama)
31-.295 (lb Tamp. increase in active layer for tines constant Tl. deg.K '
32-. 41 (t Temp. increase in active layer for tinse constant 72, deg. K '

To0125 (*To is the scale factor (in deg. K) for the shift in '
Ccurrent threshold for change in temperature ')

Jon-O (set Jon to 1 to include shift in current threshold due to tam.,*)
(set to 0 to ignore a

(5 BCTRAL PAAAUTI.3 a

Sandtyps-l C which way to define bandwidth, I - lorentaice, 2 - modified Lorenstian *
30-.025 C'gain spectral half width for Lorentzian in microns *)

3L1-. 024 ( gain spectrel halfwidth for modified Lorentsian. in micron.')

3L2-.014 C'gain spectral halfwidth for modified Laboetulan. second parameter '
lanbdap-0.412 (0wavelength at peak of distribution 4b)

v-.COO (again spectral peak offset, in microam')
(to make syinbtric. ake v-Os*)
(v-deltaLc/2 sets ceater of gain curve between 2 m*Oe.')

3.9 (a nhr of modes - 2301, maximm is 11')

zu-.01094 (again spectral shift for carrier density (.1064), microns a

u-C C set u-0 to ignore spectral shift for carrier den..lty a

na - electron deamty , t - time, am .)

C'0G, 01, C2, etc. are the gain factors for the individual modes a

(sO. sl, &2 etc. are the photon densities of the individual mbodes '

Zner-j.- - planck c/lambdap (' energy per photon. .7/photon '

-19
2.44803 10
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nmsteps.3.nndC (timend-timetazt)/ .351 (* approx. no. of srtep. used by simulation*)

57

de~taZ~o-lsmbd-sp2/ (2 ag L) (*mode separation, in aicronat)

0.000312109

DT - Tons(K1(l-KzpC-t/Tl1)+Z2(1-KzpC-t/T21)) (*tamp. chang, as a fen of time during pulse-)

0

DT2 - jon5C(l(-LzpE-t/?11)+K2(1-ZzpC-t/T21))
(-threshold shift-temperature change as a function of tins during the pulse-)

gvea&-NC((9 eta-laabdap'4)/ (4 P±'? ng nr^2 dthickness width L SO)) (- spontaneous emission factor *

0.000114056

ntrans-trane lip C0T2/TO 1

29

20 00 0000 00 000000 0

beta2.beta2p Uxp-DT21?0)

4.4 10

Ap C(beta2 so dthickneva) /tsp) (clog) (-stimulated mission factor. &icronas3/na*)

0.0084

L-(refl ref2)^.S ('reflectivity of the mirrors 5

0.533854

alphaCW(lphAo+(l/L) Logl/rj)1 ( loan coefficient '

0.00499211

tp-ng/ (c alpha) C'photon lifetime, as '

0.00235038

tp2weg/(o ((1/LI Logl/rl)) (-average time photons spend in cavity')

0.00560837

J2-cuzrant/ CL width) (*current doesity. C/ns/mi cron^2

-14
1.I1111 10

jn(12/(dthickness ee))*A'tnp'tp (&normaelized electron density, electrons/ (sLcron'3 as) '

97. 9323

no-NC (ntrans/eetp/dthicness) A tpl
(*transparency current density for dominant mode, with tmperatures effects *

DW-10'9 widthl.97 (L trans)

0.0269072

OW*l03 width/ .97 (L alphao/ (eta beta2))

0.027179

WO-1049 width/.97 (Lglrl(t ats?))

0. 01960 74

Zth.OO+NU21400 (-alculasted threshold currant,* amps)

0.0736936

UV- u(l-n/no) C'shift in gain peak due to carrier dansity change)

0

Lvp~a 1 :. 00-h DT *z dsltslc +v (- differenoe between mode wavelength and gain peak)

W~aj :.IfClanitypetl.5,1/(l(vpz)/0'2),/O.CLvp(zI/s)2CLvp~zC/32)'4)I

(0 denominator of line shape factor)

DO-~0 1

GO-DO (n-no)

1. (-12.7602
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0.999844

0.999844 (-12.78C2

D2-If (bC'O,IIC-j3 .0o

0.999844

G2-IfDao.0.02 (n-mo) .03

0.999844 (-12.7802 - n

D3.Zf(N>1.W21,01

G3-!f(M>I,f3 (n-no) .01

0.999377 (-12.7802 - n

D4-If C>1.WC-23 .01

0.999377

G.4.If(91,D4 (n-no) .03

0.999377 (-12.7802

DS-XfIf )2,.31, 03

0.998599

G5-if3 ) O.2,DS (n-no) .03

0.998599 (-12.7802

06-If Cl>2,3C-33 .0)

0.998599

GG.U3)o.2,D6 (n-no) .0)

0.998599 (-12.78C2*

D7-If M3)03 3(4 , 03

0.997511

G7mIf3)C.3,D7 (n-no) .03

0.997511 (-12.7802

0.997511

Gf-Xf(N>3,0S (n-no) .03

0.997511 (-1.7.78C2

D9-If3)o.4uI53. 01

0.996117

Cg-If3I.4,09 (n-no) .03

0.996117 (-12.7802

010-If3)0.4,33-53 .03

0.996:17

610lf(N>4,0I0 (n-no) .03

0.996','7 (-*.2.38C2

0.994418

G1-If3bos.01X (n-no) .01

0.994418 (-1.2.780? - -:

D12-If (W>,33-43 .03

0.994418

G12-1f380.5,o12 (n-no) .03

0.994418 i-2.832.
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O13.ZfCN>4,u(7),0)

0.992417

0.992417 (-12.7802 - n

0.992417

G14ZxfCN>.D14 (n-no) .01

0.992417 (-12.7802 - n

D1S.IfCV7,wCS) .0)

0.990 118

C15-IfCM>7,01S (n-no) .0)

0.990118 (-12.7802 - n

0.990118

QG6!fCbl7D14 (n-no) 0)]

0.990118 (-12.7802

D17-Xf CN.S.UC9),01

0.987526

G17lfCM>S.017 (n-no) .01

0.987526 (-12.7802 -*

0.987526

01S-XfCw~.D1s (n-no) .01

0.987526 (-12.7802 - n

D19-If C>9,VC10) .0)

0

919lfCN>9. D19 (n-no) .0)

0

020-If3IC9,Wt-10) .0)

0

Q20-If C'09, 020 (n-no). 0

0

021-If 3aoiOW(11j 0j

0

G21-IfC8C.10.021 (n-no),0)

0

D22-If (N10,uIC-11) .0

0

G22-If(N>10,022 (n-no) .03

0

gains-1*.po (a04os2+&3.s4.oS*.6+7+aS+94.10..11.rl.r2r3r4'rS4rG4r7+r4.r9+rl0*rll)/ (tsp A)

13. 7802

boo-30

30
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£.Bangetutta (I ((J-n- (00 mO+G1 .1+ C2 .1+43 .2+G4 .2+45 &3+
of v3+07 o4+0 r4+49 @5+010 r5+411 m64012 r6+G13 .7+r.16 .7+G15 s".16 z8+
G17 .3+GlS r94019 &10+620 .10+G21 .11+422 .11)/gains) /tvp).

(((eta 00 gem.om R) +(eta 00 .0/gain.) -. 0)/tp),
(((eta 01 gem.a n)+(ota GI D1gi.-1/t)((t 2 gae &)+(eta 42 .l/gqaan)-rl)/tp),
(((eta D3 gamma n)+(eta G3 s2/gains)-s2)/tp),(((eta D4 game u)+(eta G4 .2lganAa)-v2)/tp),
(((eta DS guma n)+(eta Q5 s3/gajna)-@3)/tp),(((et& 0f geis n)+(eta of v3/gainm)-r3)/tp).
(((eta D7 gemim &)+(eta C7 a4/gainm)-s4)/tp),(((sta D5 gamm n)+(eta 05 v4/gainuA)-r4)/tp),

(((eta DO gamem a)+(ets GO .5/gainm)-.s)/tp), (((.ta D10 game n)+(eta C10 rS/gaium)-r5)/tp).
(((eta D1X gem a)+(eta 011 mG/qaima)-s6)/tp), (((eta D12 gamem n)+(eta G12 rG/gain.)-r6)/tp),
(((eta 013 gamme m) +(eta G13 a?/qains)-o7)/tp),(((eta D14 gamea n)+(eta 014 r7/gainm)-.7)/tp).
(((eta 015 gexm. nk).(eta CIS .s/gains)-s8) lip), ((Cet. 016 gem n)+(eta G16 rG/gainm)-.S)/tp).
(((eta 017 gama m)+(eta 417 .9/gein..)-.9)/tp).(((eta 015 gama n)+(eta C15 .glgaiLni)-r9)/tp).
(((eta 013 gam &)+(eta G19 sI0/gainm)-*10)/tp). (((eta 020 gam.a n)+(eta 4.20 .10/gains)-r10)/tp).
(((eta 021 geum n)+(eta G21 D1/an).1 lp,((t 22 gesma n)+(eta 022 r11/gain.) -r11)/tp)),

(0.neo,0,0.0,0.0.0,0.0.0,0,0.0.0.0.0,0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0),tiaad ,10^-4
Progreasrace -> Fale. Naziuualtepfie -> I.,
Intitstoplae->.01 );

(!Ti~ing(%] Ruan Time- 3333 1I 1 e&cond. t)

fa-L.tlet[Tble( (fl(k.XIJ, fC(k,211). (k.1.Length~fj~j.
Platicined -> True.?lot*.ange-(f(tiaetazt.5), (30.401)1

4D

38

36

34

31

-Craphics-

(*13z-(nomtep. 1,211 )(Cthe carrier density t)

(* 0.nee*,,0,0,0,0000,0.0.0.0.0.0,0.0.0, 0.0.0.0.0 #)

Aux- C(beta2p ** dthiLckne..) lisp) (c/ng) (-stimulated anismion facto.aicron.s3/n.')

0.0084

2S48in~f[(3 ncvtep..i11.(i.3.21)j*((L width dthicknese/ota Knergy) (1/tpZ JOAO) 10A3/(top Axz))

82.64 7

astpowez-50
timatart.0
t Liend-t imeend
noticke-otick.
noticku2-5

5

4dd-'?able~fC(S. ii]). (iI.1,2l)j

0.147134, 38.7123, C.:836546, C.C832311. 0.0832311, 0.0819756, 0.0819756. 0.0199328, C.:799320,

0.0771738, 0.07379:5, C.C737915, 0.0698951, 0.0698951. 0.0656036, 0.0656C36, 0.06IC39'..Z6._34..

0.0563209f

fa-LItVotC(Table( (f[Ck,11 1. f[(k,31]*((L width dtbicknoe/ota Inergy) (I/tp
2 

20^9) 1O^3/(top As.s)))(
(k,1.Lonqthjfl (I
Pioticined -> True, Flt3.ag-( (timtazt~tiaead). (0. ostpower/2)),
Ticks ->(Ra.nge it £.iestart. tiseend. ft Lnend-tisestart) /not ick.) .Range 0, estpowe./2, estpowerl 2/not Ln CAfl

25'

2

-Graphi cs-
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faemiit11ot(Tble( (filk,11). f[(k,311*((L width dthicknesI/ta 3znsrgy) (1/tp2 10^9) 10-3/(top AzzI9J,
fk, 1. L.qtb Cfl I]. Pltjoined -> True, VlotRanqe->( (tiuestazt, ti end/fotiekeh (0. eetpowrn/2))

25

20

ffle-mtlot[Tb*[ll~tC kel*(fC k411((L dthcknbe/etsmetary) (/tp2 10^9) 10;3/(tp Azz))

I ,1ls Ibf)C )I,wit

PlotJoined -> True.?lotlenge->((tmotr~ien)(~apwr2)
Ticks -)-(RAezqe[t iwemtrt. t iwjemd tiv4 dti.str)/o rsI age ,atoe/,atowr ntic ~

2 5

2

-Graphi cs-

£n2.isntlot(Tabl*[ (fC[k.1J3, f[(k,511-(CL width dthickness/ets Xnergy) (lltp
2 

10^9) 10^3/(tep Lz)))

Plet~oift.d -> True, Plotftaoge->f (tineetart. tineendl, (0. eatpowar/2) ).
Ticks ->(R3ange Itimestart, timeond. (t imend-t imestart) /noticka( Iange (0. estpoer/2. estpower/ 2/not Lck*2 I l

2

2

5 10 15 2
-Graphics-

fil-Liatflot [Tablef If! [k. 1J, f[ [k 6) * (CL width dtbhickoase/eta Rnergy) (1/tp2 10^9) 10^31(tap Asax))).
(k,l.Length~fj 33.
llotJoinad -> True, PlotRenge->.((tLimestart, tiaeead. (0, eutpoer/2))
Ticks ->I Rang* [t i..atert, timesend. (t$meend-tiaestart) /notIck. 1, Rang*CO (0 %tpower/2. estpower/ 21not I ck *2 1

25

2

-Graphi cs-

£a..LvttlotCTahl%( (fl~k, 11. fC[k,7J 3*((L width dthicknesm/eta Energy) (1/tp2 10^9) 10^3/(top AAA) )),
(k, ILenqtb(f) )I.
PiotJein~d -> Tru.. ViotS.ang.-> ((tiinetart.timeod). (0. .tpw.r12 1.
Ticks ->f Rang. t iastrt, tl~eeond. (timsend-timetrt) /noticks) . fanq.I0. watpowar/2. eotpoworZ/ 2 i mt en 2)3

25,

-Graphics-
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fn-L1t Plot Tab1O I If~l,1]3, f((k,G]J'(CL width dtkhicknesIeta KnorgY) (1/tp2 10^9) 10^3/(top Asa))),
(k,l,LebgthtfIJ IL
PlatJoined -> True. letRanq.-> ( ti~at timendi. I 0. stpow~r/2 Il.
Ticks ->(Rsnq. (tineatait, timand.(tijaend-tim~atazt) /noticka. .Range CO. .tpewer/2. .atpower/2/noticks2 I

2

2C

-Graphics-

fam-i stPlot (Table I (f(th,lII. fCE,911((L width dtbickness/ota Itnergy) (1/tp2 10^9) 10"3/(top hAz)) I.

(k,1,L~ftqtk[SIII,
l@tJoined -> Truae, ilotflAnge-> ((t musat, timeend ), 10, estpower/2)
Ticks -(Ange tiaeatazt. tiaend. (tliu.n4-ti~mstart)/net icka I mange tO. etpow~r/2,eat powerl2lnoticka2 I

2

2
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